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Tossups

Tossup 1

He once invited Turtle to dinner but made him wash his feet so much that Turtle ate nothing; when Turtle reciprocated, he floated on the water above Turtle’s home and so ate nothing. He once tried to hoard the world’s wisdom, but released it when he realised his youngest son was wiser than him. He made all stories his own by catching hornets, a python and a leopard. For ten points, name this trickster spider god of the Ashanti people of Africa.

Answer: Kwaku Anansi (accept “Anancy”, “Anancyi”, “Ananse”, “Hanansi”, “Compé Anansi”, “Nansi”)

Tossup 2

It includes lakes such as Lake Rukwa, Mobutu and Kivu; there are also volcanoes, deserts and plains along its length. Partway along its length, coming from the north, it splits into eastern and western branches that converge at Lake Rukwa; Lake Victoria lies in between these two branches. Mountains along it include Mount Kenya and Mount Kilimanjaro. For ten points, name this geological feature running through part of the Middle East and eastern Africa.

Answer: Great Rift Valley (prompt on “rift valley”)

Tossup 3

This poet, who owed his middle name to his Puerto Rican mother, lost a consultantship at the Library of Congress due to accusations that his work was “the very voice of Communism.” A doctor, he delivered over 2000 babies, in his spare time writing the epic-length poem Paterson, but is more remembered for much shorter “Imagist” poems about stolen plums and a red wheelbarrow. For ten points, identify this American poet, best known for “This is Just to Say” and “So Much Depends.”

Answer: William Carlos Williams

Tossup 4

Autopsies done on the bodies at the site of this 1944 event suggest that of the 5 men who were missing eyes, 1 lost an eye while he was alive. 9 of the bodies had their arms raised above their heads and 43 had gunshot wounds to the head. The evidence indicates that SS troops captured American soldiers, and then proceeded to shoot them, although there may have been an escape attempt. For ten points, name this WWII event that took place in Belgium on December 17, 1944.

Answer: Malmédy Massacre

Tossup 5

A bearded soldier with his eyes half closed in its original version may be a reference to the companions of the title figure who saw nothing. In that version, the title figure is lying on the ground, covering his eyes with his hands. In its second version the main character is lying on the ground, arms stretched upward, sword lying beside him, with heavenly light shining on him. For ten points, name this Caravaggio painting, commissioned for the Cerasi Chapel.

Answer: The Conversion of Saul OR The Conversion of St. Paul OR The Conversion on the Way to Damascus OR The Conversion on the Road to Damascus OR Conversioni di San Paolo


Tossup 6

The concept, although formally introduced after World War II, goes back to Antoine Augustin Cournot in 1838. Its main originator claims that all cooperative games are reduceable to non-cooperative ones. The idea is an extension of the maximin solution for zero-sum games. For ten points, name this economic concept that deals with non-zero-sum games and strategy sets in which no agent can do better by making a unilateral strategy change.

Answer: Nash equilibrium

Tossup 7

Publicity from his first novel led to the revelation that he had been adopted as a child. This discovery led him to revisit his childhood in his memoir Paper Shadows. His third book focuses on a minor character from his earlier novel and emphasizes the paternal side of Vancouver’s Chinatown, in contrast to the first novel which focused on the maternal influence of Poh-Poh, owner of the title object. For ten points, identify this author of All That Matters and The Jade Peony.

Answer: Wayson Choy

Tossup 8

In 1995 two French astronomers posited the idea that it might be a triple star, based on observed irregularities in the motions of the two stars already known to exist there. The second star was discovered by Alvan Clark in 1862, who determined that those two stars orbit with a period of 50 years. In 1915 it was determined that this second star was the first white dwarf to be discovered. At about 8.6 light years from Earth, for ten points, name this brightest star in the night sky.

Answer: Sirius OR Sirius A (prompt on “Dog Star”)

Tossup 9

Some of the major tree species found in its southern forests are Black Gum, Black Peppermint, Varnished Gum and Candlebark. Most of its population lives on its north and southeast coasts, as towns on its west coast, such as Strathgordon and Queenstown, can receive over 2 metres of rainfall a year. Most of its precipitation falls on its west coast, causing extensive growth of temperate rainforests. For ten points, name this southernmost state of Australia.

Answer: Tasmania

Tossup 10

It was publicly launched on November 30, 2004, ironic because one of its listed founders is Ken Jennings, Jr. In December 2004, it began holding more than just the show’s then-current season; however, there is still very little of the 20th season due to the work done by the website’s predecessor, Ronnie O’Rourke. For 10 points, name this website that you would visit if you missed Bruce Lin's appearance on Jeopardy! last night and wanted to see the answers and questions that he faced.

Answer: J! Archive.com (accept http://www.j-archive.com/)

Tossup 11

While it is symbolic, programs written in it can be 20 times faster than those written in a language like C++ or Pascal, in addition to being more memory efficient, but they are much more time-consuming to maintain than programs written in those languages. Programs used to communicate with input and output devices are often written in these languages. For ten points, name this type of language that often has a one-to-one correspondence in instructions with machine code.

Answer: assembly language OR asm OR symbolic machine code

Tossup 12

He co-founded the magazine Cité libre with Gérard Pelletier. He appeared in the House of Commons wearing sandals, and as Prime Minister brought in the Official Languages Act and saw Canada change to metric measurements. As minister of justice, he reformed Criminal Code provisions on divorce, abortion and homosexuality. For ten points, name this Canadian Prime Minister who in 1970 invoked the War Measures Act and died on September 28, 2000.

Answer: Pierre Elliott Trudeau

Tossup 13

The composer’s program notes for it say, “The trumpets of the apocalypse ring out… And behold, it is no judgment… There is no punishment and no reward.” Its first movement was written as a symphonic poem, taking a man to his grave while he agonizes over the meaning of his life. The inspiration for the fifth and final movement came from Friedrich Klopstock’s “Resurrection Ode”, which the composer heard at a funeral. For ten points, name this symphony, Mahler’s second.

Answer: Resurrection Symphony in C minor OR Auferstehungssymphonie (accept “Mahler’s Second Symphony” early)

Tossup 14

Orson Scott Card’s novel Magic Street features this character living in Los Angeles under the name Cecil Smitcher. A trickster by nature, in the play in which he appears he wrongly causes Lysander to fall in love with Helena and transforms Bottom’s head into that of an ass. For ten points, identify this character from Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, also known by many other names including Robin Goodfellow.

Answer: Puck (accept “Robin Goodfellow” before mentioned)

Tossup 15

Almost certainly a forgery in light of its references to the non-existent “Executive Committee of the Third Communist International,” it may have been forged either by White Russians or by MI6. It inferred that there were major connections between the Soviet Comintern and Ramsey MacDonald’s Labour government. For ten points, identify this document, named for the head of the Comintern, which contributed to the fall of Britain’s first-ever Labour government in the 1924 election.

Answer: The Zinoviev Letter

Tossup 16

This character was inspired by photos of terrorist Donald DeFreeze in which DeFreeze’s face was never completely visible. Like DeFreeze he apparently died in a house fire during a standoff with police in L.A. However, he survived this as well as an arrow to the heart and a nuclear bomb blast. However, he was finally unceremoniously eaten by Mordred Deschain. For ten points, identify this Stephen King villain, appearing in Eyes of the Dragon, The Stand, and The Dark Tower series.

Answer: Randall Flagg (also accept “Flagg,” “Raymond Fiegler,” “Walter O’Dim,” “The Walking Dude,” “the Dark Man,” prompt if you think a player is on the right track)


Tossup 17

He has the distinction of having written the Booker-prize winning book that sold the most copies. That book, about the life of a 10-year old Dublin boy, was the first novel of his not to be focused on the Rabitte family of Barrytown. Later books of his include A Star Called Henry, and Rory and Ita (EE-ta), a non-fiction book about his parents. For ten points, name this contemporary Irish writer whose better-known books include The Commitments and Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha.

Answer: Roddy Doyle

Tossup 18 (VANCOUVER ONLY)

The first privatized airport in Canada, on September 11, 2001, the only two Canadian airports with more flights diverted to them were in Halifax and Gander. Served by over 80 airlines, its section of the Canada Line will have 3 stations initially, with a plan for a fourth. Since 1992, it has been run by a not-for-profit organization that took over from the federal government. For ten points, name this second-busiest airport in Canada, located on Sea Island.

Answer: Vancouver International Airport OR YVR OR CYVR

Tossup 18 (TORONTO ONLY)

Established in 1939, its official radio station is CFYZ, at 1280 on the AM dial. It is currently undergoing renovation that began in 1997 with an estimated cost of $4,400,000,000. Its runway is very long, and taxiing can take up to an hour. Originally called Malton Airport, its name was changed twice, in 1960 and 1984. Rush wrote an instrumental song in its honour. Served by over 70 airlines, for ten points, name this busiest airport in Canada.

Answer: Toronto Lester B. Pearson International Airport OR YYZ OR CYYZ

Tossup 19

First Nations people have long used it as poultices for swellings and tumours; it can also be used as a sedative or to treat diarrhea or dysentry. Its extract applied to insect and mosquito bites will cause them to subside quickly, and when mixed with warm water it can be used to treat inflammation of the eyelids. Its bark contains tannin, gallic acid, resin and fat among other things. For ten points, name this herb also known as snapping hazelnut.

Answer: Witch hazel OR Spotted Alder OR Winterbloom OR Hamamelis virginiana (accept “snapping hazelnut” early)

Tossup 20

She has proposed a program that would award $4,000 to every student in her state who completes two years of post-secondary education. As a prosecutor in Detroit, she had a 98 percent conviction rate, and was elected attorney general of her state in 1998. She is currently the vice-chair of the Democratic Governors Association. She’s said she doesn’t want to be US President, but that she should be allowed to be. For ten points, name this British Columbia-born Michigan governor.

Answer: Jennifer Mulhern Granholm


Tossup 21

Warning: three answers required. According to the writer, the third and greatest is patient, kind, not jealous and never fails. Without that third, the writer claims he has nothing regardless of whatever other virtuous deeds he does. It is the greatest because it remains even when the first “has yielded to sight” and the second “to possession”. For ten points, name these three “theological virtues” named by Paul in his first letter to the Corinthians.

Answer: faith, hope, charity OR faith, hope, love

Tossup 22

Warning: two answers required. One has said the other “is like a thief calling someone else a thief.” The second man was the runner-up in World Mayor 2004. The first was made energy secretary by his country’s president in 2003, a post he later resigned when he was accused of campaigning for the office of president while the current president was still in office. For ten points, name these two politicians who were first and second in Mexico’s recent presidential race.

Answer: Felipe Calderón Hinojosa, Andrés Manuel López Obrador (prompt if partial response given to second)

Tossup 23

It may have originated at Delmonico’s Restaurant or at the Waldorf Hotel. Health risks from eating it include nitrates in preservatives, carcinogenic tars in smoked meat, and salmonella in two of its ingredients. Variants of it include Commodore, Norwegian, which uses salmon, and Florentine, which uses spinach. For ten points, name this breakfast or brunch dish made with English muffins, bacon, Hollandaise sauce and the ingredient from which it gets part of its name.

Answer: Eggs Benedict OR Eggs à la Benedict OR Eggs à la Benedick

Tossup 24

This technique is useful for the study of both magnetic excitations and lattice vibrations, the latter having won its originator a Nobel prize. It works by having an excited particle strike a nucleus, transferring some energy to the nucleus, which will then typically emit gamma rays. It is useful because it can reveal all the accessible excitation modes of a particle. For ten points, name this technique used in the physics of condensed matter pioneered by Bertram Brockhouse.

Answer: inelastic neutron scattering


Bonuses

Bonus 1

Name these “uncrowned” English monarchs for the stated number of points each.

a)	For five points, this Protestant, who was deposed and eventually executed by supporters of her Catholic cousin Mary I, is often referred to as The Nine Days’ Queen, although the exact length of her reign is debatable.

Answer: Lady Jane Grey

b)	For ten points, two kings with this name, the V and VIII, are usually included in official lists of English kings although both were only ever proclaimed and never crowned; one was imprisoned in the Tower of London and apparently murdered, while the other abdicated his throne to marry the American divorcee Wallis Simpson.

Answer: Edward

c)	For fifteen points, although he’s almost never listed as an official English king, this King of France was offered the throne following the Baron’s rebellion against the unpopular King John in 1216 and was welcomed into London with great celebration, ruling for a year and controlling most of England.

Answer: Louis VIII the Lion

Bonus 2

Given the state, name the US Senator from that state whose term expires in January 2007 for the stated number of points each.

	For five points, New York.


Answer: Hillary Rodham Clinton (prompt on “Clinton”) OR Hillary Diane Rodham

	For five points, Connecticut.


Answer: Joseph Isadore “Joe” Lieberman

c)	For ten points, Vermont.

Answer: James Merrill “Jim” Jeffords

d)	For ten points, Pennsylvania

Answer: Richard John “Rick” Santorum


Bonus 3

[hand page of pictures on back to team]

You have just been handed pictures of four elite cyclists who will not be participating in this year’s Tour de France due to doping charges. They were, in some order, 2nd through 5th in the 2005 Tour. Name them, 5 points for one, 10 for two, 20 for three or 30 for all four. You have 45 seconds.

Answers:

a)	Jan Ullrich (3rd)
b)	Francisco Mancebo (man-SAY-boh) (4th)
c)	Alexandre Vinokourov (5th)
d)	Ivan Basso (2nd)

Bonus 4

Answer the following about Canadian inventions and inventors for ten points each.

a)	According to the National Research Council of Canada, Thomas Edison bought the patent of this invention in 1885 from Torontonians Henry Woodward and Mathew Evans for $5,000 US.

Answer: incandescent light bulb

b)	This Canadian patented a screw and screwdriver with a square head, still being manufactured in Milton, Ontario.

Answer: P. L. Robertson

c)	This Weston, Ontario-born man developed a flying suit developed so that World War II pilots would not black out during high-gravity maneuvers.

Answer: Wilbur Franks

Bonus 5

Given two neighbourhoods, name the New York City borough in which both are located for ten points each.

a)	Auburndale, Utopia

Answer: Queens

b)	Chinatown, Little Italy

Answer: Manhattan

c)	Arlington, Old Town

Answer: Staten Island


Bonus 6

[hand page of pictures on back to team]

You have just been handed pictures of 3 Bill Reid works. Name them for ten points each.

Answers:

a)	The Spirit of Haida Gwaii
b)	The Raven and the First Men
c)	Mythic Messengers

Bonus 7

Name these algebraic structures from brief descriptions for ten points each.

a)	A commutative group under both addition and multiplication in which multiplication distributes over addition.

Answer: field

b)	A commutative group under addition, closed and associative under multiplication, and multiplication distributes over addition on the left and the right.

Answer: ring

c)	Closed under a single associative binary operation.

Answer: semi-group (do not accept “monoid” – they have an identity element)

Bonus 8

Identify the following about Canadian poets for the stated number of points each.

a)	For five points, his first book of poetry was entitled Let Us Compare Mythologies but his poetry was soon overshadowed by his music, including such songs as “Sisters of Mercy”, “Suzanne” and “Hallelujah.”

Answer: Leonard Cohen

b)	For ten points, his only novel, A Splinter in the Heart, is set in 1918, the year of his birth, in his native Trenton, Ontario. His poems range from the self-deprecating humour of “Home-Made Beer” to the much more serious and meditative “Lament for the Dorsets”, about an Inuit tribe that went extinct in the 14th century.

Answer: Al Purdy

c)	For fifteen points, this poet has lived almost all of his life in Toronto, where he worked for CIBC for 46 years. He is known for poems on a variety of topics from his generation’s experiences in World War II to baseball games, as well as “The Flight of the Roller Coaster.”

Answer: Raymond Souster


Bonus 9

Name these chemical elements from a few clues for 15 points each, or for 5 points if you need their atomic numbers.

a) (15)	Of all the elements, it is the most resistant to corrosion. It is found in clay at the K-T boundary, which some scientists suggest was from space, coming with an asteroid or meteor.

(5)		77

Answer: Iridium

b) (15)	Small amounts of it exist in nature due to the radioactive decay of uranium and thorium, and all known isotopes of it, of which there are around 20, have half-lives shorter than 9 hours. No more than one-twentieth of a microgram of it has been produced to date, all of it for scientific research.

(5)		85

Answer: Astatine

Bonus 10

Given two quotes or possible quotes, name the Fox Trot character for ten points each.

a)	“Zero matches on Google, Mandy! ZERO!”; “Is this one of those ‘negative infinity minus one’ questions?”

Answer: Eileen Jacobson (accept either)

b)	“Salutations! You’ve got missives! … Epistles! Billets! Post!”; “Jason_Is_Brilliant? Jason_Is_God-Like? Jason_Jason_You’re_My_Man?”

Answer: The Fox family’s mango-kiwi iFruit (“eye”-“fruit”)

c)	“Building a model rocket. Which I will fill with salt and shoot into a cloud. Thus seeding it for rain.”; “I want a hard textbook! I deserve a hard textbook!”

Answer: Jason Fox (accept “J Fox”)

Bonus 11

Answer the following about Norse mythology for ten points each.

a)	This dragon in Niflheim gnaws at the roots of Yggdrasil.

Answer: Nidhogg OR Níðhöggr OR Nidhoggr

b)	This squirrel runs up and down Yggdrasil, trading insults between Nidhogg and the eagle perched in the topmost branches of the tree.

Answer: Ratatosk OR Ratatoskr

c)	One of Loki’s children, she rules over Niflheim and is half-living and half-dead.

Answer: Hel OR Hella OR Hela


Bonus 12

Answer the following about dreams for ten points each.

a)	This term refers to a state of dreaming in which the dreamer is aware that he or she is dreaming.

Answer: lucid

b)	This man coined the term “lucid” to describe that type of dream, which he considered “the most interesting and worthy of the most careful observation and study.”

Answer: Frederik van Eeden (AY-den)

c)	Van Eeden noted that he frequently observed that lucid dreams were followed by this type of dream, and that furthermore, this type of dream never occurred except very near a lucid dream. He said that the beings after which he named these dreams “are always obscene and lascivious, and try to draw me into their acts and doings.”

Answer: demon-dream

Bonus 13

Answer the following about events in the Middle East for ten points each.

a)	This 19-year-old Israeli soldier was captured on June 25 in a cross-border raid in which two other Israelis were also killed.

Answer: Cpl. Gilad Shalit

b)	Responsibility for the kidnapping was claimed by Hamas, the Popular Resistance Committees and this previously unknown group.

Answer: Army of Islam OR Islamic Army OR Jeish al-Islam

c)	In response to the kidnapping, Israel kidnapped many members of the Palestinian parliament, and one Israeli minister hinted that this man, the Palestinian Prime Minister, could be a target for arrest or assassination.

Answer: Ismail Haniyeh OR Ismail Haniya

Bonus 14

20th century British poets from first lines from their poems for 15 points, or 5 points if you need an easier clue.

a) (15)	“He disappeared in the dead of winter:/The brooks were frozen, the airports almost deserted,/And snow disfigured the public statues;/The mercury sank in the mouth of the dying day.”

(5)		“About suffering they were never wrong,/The Old Masters; how well they understood Its human position; how it takes place/While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully along.”

Answer: Wystan Hugh Auden


b) (15)	“Why should I let the toad work/Squat on my life?/Can't I use my wit as a pitchfork/And drive the brute off?”

(5)		“They fuck you up, your mum and dad/They may not mean to, but they do/They fill you with the faults they had/And add some extra, just for you.”

Answer: Philip Larkin

Bonus 15

Answer the following about a famous paradox in logic for ten points each.

a)	The paradox deals with the set of all sets that are not members of themselves and concludes that it both is and is not a member of itself.

Answer: Russell’s Paradox

b)	Russell’s response to his paradox was to propose this theory, which arranged all propositional functions into a hierarchy.

Answer: theory of types

c)	Russell’s paradox is similar to a paradox discovered by this man, which stated that since the set of ordinals was well-ordered, it too must have an ordinal, which was both a member of the set of ordinals and greater than any element in the set of ordinals.

Answer: Cesare Burali-Forti

Bonus 16

In honour of the 207th anniversary of the discovery of the Rosetta Stone, answer these questions about the Stone for ten points each:

a)	For ten points, all or nothing, name the 3 languages depicted on the Rosetta Stone.

Answer: Greek, demotic Egyptian, hieroglyphics

b)	The Rosetta Stone is a copy of the Ptolemaic decree of 196 BC issued in this city that was the world’s largest from its foundation until 2250 BC.

Answer: Memphis

c)	This French captain discovered the stone in the Egyptian port city of Rosetta on July 15, 1799.

Answer: Pierre-Francois Bouchard (accept Pierre-Francois Boussard)

Bonus 17

Name these lakes for ten points each.

a)	The Hay River is one of its main tributaries, and at 614 metres deep, it’s North America’s deepest lake.

Answer: Great Slave Lake

b)	Its name comes from a Cree word meaning “little muddy water”. It is full of islands, and is navigable only by small craft.

Answer: Lake Winnipegosis

c)	Located in southeastern Labrador, this saltwater lake is the largest natural lake in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Answer: Lake Melville

Bonus 18

Answer the following about an intestinal illness for ten points each.

a)	It refers to a family of viral infections that have as symptoms diarrhea, vomiting, nausea, and sometimes headaches, a fever and abdominal cramps. A contagious illness, symptoms usually appear within 2 days of infection and last from 1 to 10 days.

Answer: viral gastroenteritis (prompt on “food poisoning” or “gastroenteritis”; accept “stomach flu”)

b)	Viruses in this family are thought to be responsible for about a third of all cases of viral gastroenteritis not occurring in 6- to 24-month-olds. It is generally transmitted through contamination of food, such as shellfish or salad ingredients, or of water.

Answer: Norwalk virus

c)	Not all cases of gastroenteritis are viral. In 1984, the Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh cult laced salad bars in The Dalles, Oregon with this bacterium to keep voters from going to the polls in an attempt to win control of Wasco County.

Answer: Salmonella OR Salmonella typhimurium

Bonus 19

Answer the following about a new court case in Canada for ten points each.

a)	The case challenges a law in this seventh-most populous province, according to the 2001 census.

Answer: Nova Scotia

b)	The case challenges this law in particular, which some retailers claim unfairly favours some stores over others, but was upheld in a plebiscite in 2004.

Answer: Retail Business Uniform Closing Day Act OR ban on Sunday shopping (accept equivalents – it’s a ban on stores opening on Sundays)

c)	Two large chains have in recent months opened some locations by subdividing their stores into smaller stores under 4,000 square feet. Name either chain.

Answer: Atlantic Superstore (prompt on “Superstore”) OR Sobeys

Bonus 20

Questions about a contemporary American writer and his work for ten points each.

a)	Literary critic Harold Bloom has called this writer’s horrifically violent “literary western” Blood Meridian or The Evening Redness in the West the “greatest achievement of any living American author.”

Answer: Cormac McCarthy


b)	Although Blood Meridian made him well-known in literary circles, McCarthy was not widely read until the bestselling All the Pretty Horses, which along with The Crossing and Cities of the Plain makes up this three-part series.

Answer: The Border Trilogy

c)	About an illicit drug deal gone violently awry, this most recent McCarthy novel takes its name from a line from W. B. Yeats’ “Sailing to Byzantium” and like McCarthy’s earlier novels takes place on the Texas-Mexico border.

Answer: No Country for Old Men

Bonus 21

Given a few English words taken from another language, name that language for ten points each.

a)	commando, slim, trek

Answer: Afrikaans

b)	brick, hunk, rip

Answer: Flemish

c)	anaconda, catamaran, pariah

Answer: Tamil

Bonus 22

Answer the following questions about battles on Canadian soil for ten points each.

a)	A small force of Loyalists under Colonel Joseph Goreham, eventually reinforced by the HMS Vulture, held off an American force of 500 men hoping to inspire rebellion in Nova Scotia in this 1776 Revolutionary War battle.

Answer: Battle of Fort Cumberland

b)	An American militia group known as “The Hunters” who were seeking to establish an American-style Republic in the wake of the 1837 rebellions were soundly defeated by British troops in this 1838 battle that shares its name with a fictional battle from George Orwell’s Animal Farm.

Answer: Battle of the Windmill

c)	The 1866 Battle of Ridgeway was the largest of this New York-based Irish Nationalist group’s raids on Canada designed to pressure Britain to withdraw from Ireland.

Answer: The Fenian Brotherhood (only Fenian needs to be underlined)



